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Game Review: Gaga V. Four-Square 

Gaga is better 
than four-square 
because, as one 
camper states: 
“there are more 
people & it is 

harder to get out so you can last longer”. Furthermore, another reported that it is “a 
lot more active than four-square & you can actually win.” The evidence to support these 
statements is this survey between Gaga ball & four square. 
~Riley Green (12) 

Survey: 
Votes for Gaga: 11 

Votes for Four-Square: 10 

Surveys Contd.: 
Pirate Ball: 12 
Killer Color: 5 

 
Favorite Color Survey: 

Green: 12 
Purple: 15 
Teal: 15 
Blue: 24 

~Conrad Witte (13) 
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Advice Column with Miss Know-it-All 

 
Dear Miss Know-it-All, 

My bunk got rained on and now there are spiders in all my stuff! What ever will I do? 
Love, 

Wet & bugged 
 

Dear wet & bugged, 
First of all, take a deep breath. For the spiders just take a piece of paper & let them out 

of the cabin. Let your stuff dry. 
Love, 

Miss-Know-it-All 
 

Dear Miss Know-it-All, 
What should I do if my best friend snores? 

Love, 
Anonymous 

 
Dear Anonymous, 

If your friend snores don’t be rude about it. Focus on a sound or plug your ears.  
Love, 

Miss Know-it-All 
 

Dear Miss Know-it-All, 
What do I do if I have a huge problem? 

Love, 
Anonymous 

 
Dear Anonymous, 

When you have a huge problem take a deep breath. Take a step back and think about it. 
Love, 

Miss Know-it-All 
 

Dear Miss Know-it-All, 
I keep forgetting my stuff everywhere I go and having to go back and find it. What do I 

do? 
Love, 
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The Forgetter 
 

Dear Forgetter, 
The easiest thing to do would be to just organize your stuff. Try to keep track of your 

belongings. 
Love, 

Miss Know-it-All 
 

Dear Miss Know-it-All, 
What happens if I have to go to summer school? 

From, 
Anonymous 

 
Dear Anonymous, 

If you have to go to summer school be brave. There is no problem with getting extra help. 
Love, 

Miss Know-it-All 
 

Help my friend and I got into a fight, pushed me and called me a bad name? 
 

What do I do if I’m mad at a friend? 
 

Dear Nonames,  
If you are mad at your friend, keep your cool. You may need to take a break but try to 

stay calm and kind. 
Love, 

Miss Know-it-All 
~Kaya Friedman (9) and Evelyn Kersmanc (11) 
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Horoscopes: 

 
Aquarius: You will get to stay at camp for an extra week. 

 
Pisces: You will meet the Shanki! 

 
Aries: You will unexpectedly meet an old friend at camp. 

 
Taurus: You will make friends with everyone at camp! 

 
Gemini: Your favorite counselor will run your cabin. 

 
Cancer: After camp, you will have a giant sleepover with all of your new friends. 

 
Leo: You will have more camp instead of school in September! 

 
Virgo: You will make the front of the line for snack. 

 
Libra: Your cabin will win Slickest Spot all week. 

 
Scorpio: All of your friends will be in your platoon. 

 
Sagittarius: Your team will win Pirate Ball 

 
Capricorn: You will get a green swimming band without taking the test. 

~Aeonna Marsico (13) 
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Staff Interviews 

Marion 
 

How long have you been at camp Shankitunk? - 12 years 
 

Do you have any advice for campers that want to be counselors? - Always 
listen to your counselors & be an example camper. 

 
In your opinion who is the funniest staff member? - Skylar Benjamin 

Monosson. 
 

What’s your favorite cabin number?  -  Cabin 2 
 

What’s your favorite class to teach? - Yumba 
 

Megan 
 

How long have you been at camp Shankitunk? - 8 years 
 

Do you have any advice for campers that want to be counselors? - Always try your best & help 
in any way you can. 

 
In your opinion who is the funniest staff member? Sky 

 
What’s your favorite cabin number? Cabin 16 

 
What’s your favorite class to teach? Photography 

~Avery Croft (12) 
 

Jenna 
1.) Lobsters or Crabs? 

Crabs 
2.) Favorite Kind of Llama? 

Fluffy 
3.) Favorite Firework Color? 

Blue 
4.) Which Shrek movie do you like best? 
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The first one. 
5.) Mani or Pedi 

Pedi. 
6.) Who’s your favorite camper? 

“Everyone’s fabulous” 
7.) Why do you like Shawn Mendes 

Great music, ie: in my blood 
8.) Brown cats or red cats? 

“Do you mean the ginger ones? I like the ginger ones” 
9.) If you were a dog which species would you be? 

A Corgi. 
~Aeonna Marsico (13) 

Molly 
Favorite Dance Move? The Sprinkler 
Favorite Color? Purple 
Favorite Musician? Passion Pit 
Hobbies? Makeup 
How did you find out about camp? 4-H Club 
Do you sing/play any instruments? I used to. 
Favorite food? Pasta 
How Many pets do you have? 2 
How long have you been at camp? 12 years 
Who’s your favorite counselor? Marion 
What’s your favorite cabin? 8 
What’s your favorite camp song? Cannibal King 

Ava 
Favorite Dance Move? Ava’s Signature Move 
Favorite Color? Teal 
Favorite Musician? The Red Hot Chili Peppers 
Hobbies? Play Guitar 
How did you find out about camp? My best friend. 
Do you sing/play any instruments? Guitar and Piano. 
Favorite food? Enchiladas. 
How many pets do you have? 1 
How long have you been at camp? 9 years 
Who’s your favorite counselor? Molly 
What’s your favorite cabin? 6 
What’s your favorite camp song? The Donut Song 
~Evelyn Kersmanc 
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Short Story 
The Four Counselor Mermaids 

Once upon a time there were four counselor friends. Their names were Kanye, 
Megan, River and Joel. They put the campers to bed and went out for a night swim and 
saw Corrine. “Oh hi Corrine”, said Kanye. 

“Oh hi guys, I was just washing my clothes”, said Corrine. 
12 hours later… 

Guys do you know where Megan is? She was with us when we saw Corrine. “Oh no!” 
screamed Joel. 

Megan was floating in the pool! All of them: River, Joel and Kanye turned into 
Mermaids. They dived in and saved Megan. “Corrine pushed me!”, said Megan.  

Two months later Megan is ok, and she went over to Corrine’s house, where Corrine 
apologized for pushing Megan. 

The End. 

~Brianna Pringle (9)  

Embarrassing Moments 

 
Bart - When I was doing a cabin skit I face planted. 
 
Marion - When I was in Kindergarten I was playing tag and my hair was in my face. I ran into a 
metal pole and cut my eye and when I came back from the hospital I had 
to wear an eye patch to my dance performance. 
 
Kanye -I was in the car sleeping & I woke up needing to go poop so my 
friends gave me a Cheese-It box to poop in so I took off my pants about 
to poop & then my friend told me there was a place to pull over, so I 
pulled up my pants & ran to a bush & started to poop with people staring 
at me. I turned around & there was a maintenance building where people 
are really rich. 

~Kahrin Vesterfelt (9)  
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Superlatives 

  
Best Hair 

(Girl)  Kanye (Boy) Joel 
 

Best Laugh  
(Girl) Marion (Boy) Sky 

 
Best Dressed  

(Girl) Emily (Boy) Luca 
 

Most Tired in the Morning  
See Above (Best Dressed) 

~Acadia Gates (11)  
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Comic 

~Raegan Foster 

Riddle 
Q: A woman is staying at a hotel on a business trip. She hears a 
knock on the door and answers. A surprised man says: “I’m sorry, I 
thought this was my room”. The woman calls the place immediately. 
Why? 
A: You don’t knock on your own door. 
~Natalie Timberg (12) 
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Class Review: Drama 
In drama we work on writing our script and coming 

up with a dance for our skit. Drama is taught by 
Kelly and Anthony during fourth class. 

~Hannah Ransford (11) 
 

 
 

Poem 

Rain drenches our hair 
And runs in rivulets 

Down our smiling faces 
 

The sky lights up as bright as our spirits, and the sky 
Screams louder than our song. 

 
We sing and 

We laugh with old friends 
And new 

 
And some of us 

Just some  
Learn to dance again 

-Anonymous 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

Pictures by Aeonna Marsico and Marion Standefer 
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Meet The Staff 
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